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EMPOWERING FAMILIES TO CHOOSE
In March 2022, Second Harvest Food Bank
partnered with Promise Neighborhood
Lehigh Valley and Allentown School
District (ASD) to open the Promise Food &
Wellness Center at Brigadier General Anna
Mae Hays Elementary School. This pantry,
which is open Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays, and the first and third Saturday of
every month, marks a monumental new
beginning for the Allentown community.
Community partnerships are essential in the
fight to end food insecurity and Promise
Food & Wellness Center was created with
the community in mind. When ASD started
blueprinting this new elementary school,
they surveyed the community with plans
to include resources that residents need in
addition to a food pantry.
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“We expand the conversation beyond food
insecurity by providing community health
workers that address needs around safety,
mental health, primary care, housing,
employment, reentry, substance use, legal
services and referrals to service the
whole person, family and community,”
said Dr. Hasshan Batts, executive director
of Promise Neighborhoods Lehigh Valley.
What makes Promise Food & Wellness Center so unique is
that it is operating on an “order ahead” system. This
system allows participants to use a mobile app to
select their food items from the pantry’s inventory
when they visit. From there, volunteers at the pantry
review their order and compile all the items for the
participants. Not only is the order ahead system a
convenient and streamlined approach to distributing
food, but it also exemplifies the “choice pantry” model
recommended by Feeding PA’s Healthy Pantry Initiative.
A choice pantry empowers participants to select the
food they receive to ensure they can maintain dignity and
autonomy. According to research collected by Feeding PA,
choice pantries also reduce food waste and are proven
to improve the overall diet of the participants. When
participants are empowered to choose their own food,
they can ensure their families will get food that they
want and are able to eat, considering their own food
allergies, dietary restrictions, and cultural practices.
In addition to enabling participants to make their own
choices, Promise Food & Wellness Center encourages
them to lead healthy lives by offering fresh produce and
dairy options, and promoting nutrition education. This approach
to fighting food insecurity means that not only are we providing
community members with food, but we are also working to
attain food justice by ensuring all people have access to
food that allows them to live healthier lives.
“Food insecurity has been shown to reduce a
student’s success in education and social situations,”
said Nicole Folino, Agency Relations Coordinator
at Second Harvest. “Providing food access and
community resources in a convenient manner
empowers families and their children to achieve better
health outcomes and overall academic achievement.”
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Helping Families Lead Healthier Lives

We distributed nearly

For the past 30 years, Cooking Matters® has helped educate
children, seniors, and adults on the importance of healthy living.
Second Harvest offers Cooking Matters® in partnership with
Share Our Strength, a national anti-hunger organization that
aspires to end hunger and poverty in the United States.

11 million

pounds of food

~ including ~

4.5 million

pounds of fresh produce,
perishable protein, and
fresh dairy products (41%
of our total distribution)

1.9 million

pounds of rescued food
that would have otherwise
ended up in a landfill (17% of
our total distribution)

22,246 boxes

of nutritious food to low-income
seniors through the PA Senior Food
Box Program
Expanded
MilitaryShare to
7 sites in all six
counties,
now serving

340

military families
facing food
insecurity per month
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The six-week cooking and nutrition
education program inspires families to
make healthier and more affordable
food choices. These weekly
interactive classes cover meal
preparation, food budgeting, grocery
shopping, and nutrition taught by
our Nutrition Educator, Tamyah Brice.
“My passion for our Cooking Matters®
program stems from the passion of the individuals I work with
every day. You would be surprised how many of them enjoy
cooking and enjoy cooking with their loved ones,” said Brice. “I
am happy when they are happy. It fills my heart when a student
or parent comes back the following week after a class to tell
me that they tried the recipe we made at
home, or they shared it with a family
member. My number one priority is
to spread joy through cooking and
for my participants to have fun
learning!”
Our Cooking Matters courses also
create lasting community partnerships
and allow our team to interact directly
with participants that may use our resources.
Some community partners include Sixth Street Shelter, Rodale
Institute, Allentown YMCA and Lincoln Elementary School.
The lasting impact Cooking Matters® has on its participants is
significant. 17% of families reported gaining more confidence in
stretching their food dollars after taking part in the class. Others
communicated being more confident in cooking abilities and
experienced fewer barriers to making a healthy, affordable meal.
Providing nutrition education to our participants is another
vital part of our mission to obtain food justice. By helping
community members bridge the gap in their cooking
abilities and fostering an appreciation for cooking, we can
educate them on using more nutritious ingredients and
empower them to make healthier choices while working
within the confines of their financial boundaries.

To learn more about Cooking Matters® visit
secondharvestlv.org.

STAFF SPOTLIGHT
Meet Dalton Link , Retail
Recovery Coordinator
Dalton Link joined Second
Harvest Food Bank in February
2022, stepping into the role of
Retail Recovery Coordinator.
In this role, Dalton acts a liaison
between retail partners and
pantries to reduce the amount of food
waste and food insecurity in the Lehigh Valley.
Establishing connections between partners and pantries is
vital in reducing food waste. Both proximity and frequency
are important when developing communication strategies
in order to reduce transportation costs and provide the
freshest produce possible. Dalton works closely with
retail partners to strengthen their donation programs
or help them start one from the ground up. In return, he
also communicates with existing and potential pantries to
optimize their outreach and develop strong partnerships. In
his role as Retail Recovery Coordinator, Dalton can achieve
both the goals of Second Harvest, and the goals of the
community at large—waste less, feed more.

What is something you wish everyone knew about
food insecurity?
Much like food insecurity, food waste is a chronic issue
on small and large scales in our country. The many, many
meals recovered at the grocery store level are set aside by
real, breathing people who have chosen not to throw away
perfectly nutritious food. This food makes the difference
for hundreds of thousands of families. By reducing our
individual food waste, we can all make an impact, too.

Why is Retail Recovery so important to you?
I was a part of a well-oiled machine—a donation program
in my experience as a retail store leader. Donations were
picked up daily, and it was so efficient and baked into the
culture of the store; I can confidently say that virtually no
safe-to-eat and nutritious food was unnecessarily thrown
in the garbage. Without the dedication of both sides of
the partnership, much of this food would have been lost,
and many more families would have less access to food.

What keeps you motivated every day?
I’m motivated by making things better than when I found
them. I’m also motivated by the love and support of
my family.

What is one thing you wish to see wasted less
through SHFB’s initiative?
Daily, nutritious meals are thrown out because there is no
way to get them to families. Investing energy in our retail
partnerships means we’ll all be making better use of our
limited resources and keeping people fed and healthy.

SEED FARM SPOTLIGHT
The Seed Farm is entering a period of dynamic
growth that began during the pandemic
when supply chain disruptions
affected food access and supporting
local agriculture became a more
prevalent topic of conversation. We
were thrilled to return to in-person
events this past spring and once
again welcome our community to the
farm both for educational workshops,
as well as our 8th Annual Spring Plant
Sale. Demand has increased in all areas of
our programming, and we are incredibly proud
to have more beginning farmers incubating their
businesses on our land than ever before.
Kegan Hilaire of Blackbird Farms, now in his
second season at The Seed Farm, is growing
Certified Organic diversified vegetable crops on
four acres for his CSA (Community Supported
Agriculture) program, farmers markets, and
wholesale accounts.
Michelle Wagner of Sun Drop Farm of
PA, in her second season, grows
vegetables on a quarter acre for her
farmers market stand.
Gustavo Lopez has worked hard
to become GAP (Good Agricultural
Practices) Certified to sell his basil to
wholesale clients in his third season.
Amber Officer-Narvasa of Star Apple
Farm is growing on a quarter acre with a
focus on Caribbean and Southeast Asian heritage
crops and is selling at two farmers markets in
Philadelphia. This is Amber’s first season at The
Seed Farm.
Amirah Mitchell of Sistah Seeds, on one acre
in her first season, is producing seed
crops of heirloom vegetables, herbs,
and grains from across the African
Diaspora, with a focus on African
American, Afro-Caribbean and West
African cultural crops.
Billy McCullough of Blue Sun
Botanicals is starting his first
season on one acre, growing culinary
herbs and spices for mixes.
Wilson Allen of Golden Trout Greens is spending
his first season setting up his one acre of land in
preparation for fall crops.
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GET INVOLVED
Take Out Hunger September 17
SCAN FOR
PARTICIPATING
RESTAURANTS

Support local restaurants all while donating to Second
Harvest with Take Out Hunger! On September 17, 2022,
participating restaurants throughout the Lehigh Valley
and beyond will be donating a portion of their proceeds
to the food bank when you dine in or carry out.

Empty Bowls October 22
It’s our biggest fundraiser of the year! Empty Bowls
features live music, delectable food, a silent and live
auction, and the opportunity for you to support the work
we do here at Second Harvest. Empty Bowls gives
community members the chance to enjoy a night out all
while experiencing the magnitude of our warehouse and
learning about the critical work we do to feed families.

SCAN TO
PURCHASE TICKETS

This year, please join us on October 22 and help us nourish the community.

Giving Tuesday November 29
Giving Tuesday is a global generosity movement that mobilizes community
members to get involved on a local level with meaningful nonprofits in their
area. Thanks to One Putt Ventures’ founder, Mike Gausling, all donations made
on Giving Tuesday will be matched up to $10,000. Show your support for Second
Harvest and the critical work we’re doing to provide nutritious food to the
community by donating on Tuesday, November 29.

For every $5 donated, we can provide
30 meals to our neighbors in need.

Learn more or DONATE ONLINE at SECONDHARVESTLV.ORG
6969 Silver Crest Road
Nazareth, PA 18064
484.287.4015
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